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Waith Discusses Archangels ~ How Many ~ Their Mission 

(August 13, 1987) 

 

Are there many Archangels? 

 

Ah, yes. Yes. There are many, many Archangels. There are only a select few of us though who 

come into the vibration of the earth plane. The others are off on other assignments. It is a very 

big Universe, you see, and the Earth is a very insignificant part of it all actually, even though souls 

on the earth plane ~ while on the earth plane ~ think that everything revolves around the Earth. 

It is quite interesting. And it is my responsibility ~ (Some dialogue is lost after the tape is turned) 

 

You will hear me use phrases of course that you hear Mushiba use. I head up the task force. And 

the five of us who were given the responsibility from The Creator to do this, to sort of watch the 

Earth. It has been my responsibility for quite some time. And I have been watching planet Earth 

for a couple of million years, on earth plane time, and have seen the Earth go through these 

cleansings and have not interfered ~ allowed the Earth and the Souls on the Earth to pollute the 

Earth ~ and watched the cleansing, and seen this whole thing over and over and over again. And 

finally, now we are saying enough is enough, and no longer going to stand by. We are going to 

take control. 

 

And so there are five of us who have powers beyond any of your understanding. And we 

commune on occasion with many of the other Archangels. They are off in other dimensions ~ 

much higher ~ and working with souls who have reached certain levels. I, occasionally, will go 

into those levels and be a, what you would call, a guest speaker. And once I am able to get 

Mushiba off the earth plane, finally, so that she is no longer bound and no longer needs to 

return, I will take her with me, and I will leave the vibration of the earth plane, and my 

assignment will be complete. I look forward to this. I have become tired of the earth plane. 

 

And my task now is to, as I said, clean it up and then hand it over to one of the other Archangels 

who have been flying around in another dimension and having a grand time. And now it is 

someone else's turn. And I have been patiently waiting for this time. It has been, oh, perhaps one 

million of your earth years since Mushiba came into my vibration and she was assigned to me. 

And I have patiently waited for this. And it is coinciding very beautifully with the ending of my 

assignment here. It is a time of endings and a time of beginnings. 

 

And I look forward to all of the entities who end up in our group for this shift, for when you all 

are ready to leave this earth, I will be helping all of you across, and I will be taking you into 

dimensions of great beauty. This is the opportunity. And there will be tremendous accelerated 

growth for all of you. And there will be dispensations across the board so that you can choose, 

or not choose, to come back on the Earth. This will be one of the benefits to staying in the group 

and undergoing the many hardships that you will undergo if you stay in the group. It is a great 

incentive for some. For others it will not be an incentive. So Mushiba and I will take those of you 
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who want to go with us into areas beyond your imagination. Not everyone of course ~ only 

those who have remained in the group. 

 

Are you speaking of the end of this lifetime or the end of our total journey on the Earth? 

 

The end of this lifetime. Yes. What will actually occur is, for those of you who have lessons still to 

be learned that bind you to the Earth, you will be absolved of those, and you will then not have 

to return unless you so choose. You will not be obligated to return and instead you can then go 

on a path at higher dimensions achieving other kinds of growth and learning other kinds of 

lessons and put the earth plane behind you, if you so choose. That will be the opportunity. 

 

It is a very unique opportunity and one that has never occurred. It is the first and only time that 

it will occur. There will be many people given this opportunity throughout the Earth by one of 

the five of us, and only one of the five of us have the power to do this. The choice will be yours. 

It will depend upon the work that you have done in our group and if you are still with us 

through The Shift and after The Shift.  

 

The Angelic Force ~ Waith’s Mission ~ Being Serious And Being Lighthearted 

(September 03, 1987) 

 

Could you tell me about yourself? 

 

I am of The Angelic Force, as it is referred to on the earth plane. I am an Archangel and have 

many under my charge ~ and have been on the earth plane a significant number of times ~ and 

am here in this capacity now to assist in the preparations for the Earth Shift ~ to begin to help 

people to prepare themselves spiritually, primarily, and also to give guidance for physical 

preparations to help people to form into the groups that will be necessary for survival during The 

Shift and of course after The Shift. 

 

My purpose here is to help anyone who so comes to seek the knowledge of reaching their Higher 

Self. I am not here to foretell the future. I am not here as a fortune teller, so to speak, and I am 

not here to tell you what to do. I can give you guidelines and perhaps insight into lives you have 

had ~ other experiences ~ be they on the earth plane or in other dimensions ~ that will help 

you to resolve and work through your life now. We are able to make what we might call 

projections into the future based upon the behavior and the attitudes that a certain soul is 

exhibiting at this point in time. However, the issue of free will is the paramount thing here, and 

because of free will we do not predict. So, when questions are asked of me, it is my mission to 

help you to reach your Higher Self and to find the God within ~ that part of you that is part of 

The Creative Force ~ and to help whoever seeks this knowledge to become stronger within 

themselves so that in that strength they may spread this and help others to find their strength. 
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Mushiba and I have done this in many lifetimes during cataclysmic times. Most specifically, our 

last time working together was ten thousand years ago in Atlantis during the final days of the 

destruction. And we were doing then what we are doing now, the only exception being that I 

was on the earth plane and not channelling through, as it is called now. This is the eleventh time 

that Mushiba has done this type of thing ~ this channelling, as it is called ~ the first time with me 

coming through. And it was determined to do it in this way for very specific reasons, which are 

between Mushiba and I. 

 

When someone comes to talk with me, I am free to give information to an individual as it relates 

to that individual. If someone were to ask me a question relating to another person, and that 

other individual did not give permission for the question to be asked regarding that person's 

mission and soul purpose, I am not at liberty to answer that question. I like to tell this 

periodically to those who are new to this experience. I will not answer questions as they relate to 

another's soul and its purpose. That would be an invasion upon privacy and free will of that 

individual. However, if you do have a question for someone and they are not able to be here, 

for whatever reason, and they have given you permission to ask, then I am able to answer it. In 

addition to this, during these open meetings, there may be occasions when one of you would ask 

me a question that I feel would be best answered in a private session. I will indicate that, and if 

you so choose to make arrangements with Mushiba for a private reading, these are available. 

 

I am here for the duration. I am here through The Shift and after The Shift. So, I am to be a friend 

to all of you. Many of you in this vibration now have become very familiar, and the awe that is 

so often associated with this process is leaving many of you. I am hoping that this will be a very 

comfortable environment for those who come here. The danger that Mushiba and I are 

concerned about is the possibility of several things occurring ~ one, that this process becomes 

almost a cult. It is not to be that way. We do not want it to become that. I am not here to 

manipulate or to tell you in any way, shape, or form what you should do with your lives. That is 

your free will. We are also concerned that this availability of a different perspective on events ~ 

my perspective ~ would create a dependency with some who would feel that when they have a 

problem, whatever it might be, rather than going to their Higher Self, rather than seeking the 

God within them ~ their own Creative Energies ~ they would ask me. 

 

I have assisting me, by the way, six other entities of varying vibrations. Several are of The Angelic 

Force. They are what we might call Angels in Training. They have their so-called wings, if we 

were to use that description. They are much as you have these bicycles with little wheels ~ 

training wheels ~ training wings ~ and so they are part of the process. They help me. They 

watch me. They are going to be in this position as eternity marches on, to help in the future in 

much the same way as I am doing now. They will at times be allowed to come in and speak 

through Mushiba as part of their training. 

 

It is a concern, that while the information that I have to present over time be taken in a serious 

manner, we do not take things seriously, if you understand my meaning. I like there to be 

Lightheartedness. The more lighthearted, the brighter the energy becomes, while at the same 

time, being serious about the progression of your energies. 
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I have much information to give and this will be revealed as time goes on ~ as it is appropriate 

~ as the time is right. Much of this will come through in a very natural way in response to the 

questions that will be asked of me. I do not have this tendency to just enter and speak. I feel it is 

better to have a question asked that is usually relevant to what I feel I want to give for 

information at a particular time. You will find that when you ask me a question that I had been 

waiting for, so to speak, that I will speak at great length. I have been accused of being verbose 

indeed. I do try to keep in mind the limitations on the earth plane. 

 

Guides And Angels ~ Being Very Organized ~ Flowing With The Universe 

(September 17, 1987) 

 

We are all quite organized here. There is order to everything that we do ~ we Flow with The 

Universe ~ and your soul called out to The Universe. You were not aware of it at a conscious 

level. Your soul called out and indicated that it was now time for stronger guidance, and that 

you would be willing to do what was necessary if you would be given a direct Angelic entity. We 

do not give The Angelic Force freely at a direct level. They operate at a level removed from ~ 

usually your guides are those developing entities who have many things to learn in service. And 

they report to higher entities. And those higher entities report eventually to The Angelic Force. 

And The Angelic Force eventually ~ I have a very large force that reports to me. It is all very 

well ordered. And so it is not in frivolity that we assign one of The Angelics to you directly. We 

do it because you have taken on the challenge and have said that you need that kind of direct 

help, and you are of such a vibration that we see it as a tremendous help to you. 

 

You do not need to fear being laughed at. It is going to occur. You need not fear it. There is 

nothing that these people can do to you if you surround yourself with the protection of the 

White Light. There are those who will hear you, and there are those who will not hear you. And 

there are enough people now who are hearing all those of you who are speaking that it is 

becoming a very beautiful occurrence. From this end we look upon the vibration of the Earth 

and we see the energies. You are all, in our perception, little balls of light. And each of you has a 

varying illumination, if you will, and more and more of the little balls of light are illuminating 

and getting brighter. And this is what we see when we look into the vibration of the earth plane 

~ bouncing. It is quite nice. And it is so beautiful to see the energies brightening and becoming 

more vibrant, bouncing. The more vibrant the energy becomes, the more bouncing occurs. That 

is how I can describe it to you ~ a pulsation type of thing. 

 

How Are Angels And Cherubs Created? 

(November 05, 1987) 

 

Does The Creative Force create Angels, as Angels? Or are Angels evolved from lower life forms, such as humans? 
Do Cherubs really exist? 
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Angels come about in two ways. There are those who are created as Angels. This is the way that 

it was. There is no explanation for it except that when the energies were being formed, there 

were some at a very High Level of vibration, and so they were of The Angelic Force from the 

beginning. Within that The Angelic Force was the fact that these particular Angels then had to 

evolve into Higher Forms of Angels, and the use of the word "Cherub" refers to what you might 

call baby Angels. 

 

I have heard that you can see them if you try, that they are not that different from us in vibration. 

 

The baby Angels surround you. Know that the Cherubs, as you refer to them, are those energies 

created as Angels at, shall we say, the lower end of the Spectrum of Angelhood and need to 

evolve into Higher Levels. They can become Archangels, as I. 

 

Were you a Cherub? 

 

I was a Cherub. 

 

Do Cherubs grow to be Higher Angels?  

 

Yes. Part of our service is to learn from the Higher Angels, from the Archangels. For millennia I 

have done this. It has been in terms of your earth plane years, millions and millions of years since 

I evolved to being an Archangel. So, there are many different levels within this aspect of The 

Angelic Force. There is another aspect of The Angelic Force where there are certain entities who 

are not created at the Angel Vibration, are of very high vibration, and with a little help, can 

become Angels. Not every energy will ultimately become an Angel. It is a very Special Force 

reserved for certain vibrations. We are, of this particular Angelic Force, charged with the 

responsibility of developing entities who can evolve into the Angel Field. It was one million years 

ago that I was given Mushiba and her twin, along with one other energy field. There are four, 

yet two help so that they will become part of The Angelic Force. Mushiba's twin is here, waiting 

patiently for this final incarnation of Mushiba, at which time, when she is completed, will come 

into Angel School. 

 

Are Angels, as the end result for all entities, seeking Oneness with The Creative Force?  

 

Yes, of course. 

 

Being An Archangel, And Living As A Person, Or Manifesting In Form 

(December 10, 1987) 
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Is your being an Archangel ~ again, it was my understanding through religion that Angels never lived on this 
earth. They are in force in heaven, as it was said, and never did have a body. You tell us that you have lived as a 
person. Could you possibly explain? 

 

Yes. I have explained this in other sessions and it is available in the readings that you can avail 

yourselves of. Know that the information that you are receiving from organized religions is based 

on their own perceptions, and not knowing everything, for they do not know, and that which 

they did know, they have obscured, for they do not want the masses to have an understanding 

of certain spiritual beliefs. 

 

What you must realize is that we of The Angelic Force, for reasons that would be 

incomprehensible to you, came from The Source at a certain level that is much Higher than 

others. We all came from a source and came at different levels. We of The Angelic Force have the 

option of coming on the earth plane. We come in to teach. We have no lessons to learn on the 

earth plane, and we of The Angelic Force have chosen at times to do just this, to come in. 

 

My specific situations were such that I came in to help Mushiba. She has been my special mission 

for one million years. It was our mission to bring her into The Angelic Force, and there have been 

times when we determined that I needed to be in physical form in order to help in the 

progression. She is very unhappy about the earth plane. From one million years ago, she fought 

me on this. "I do not want to come on the earth plane," she would say to me. And the only way 

that I could convince her was by coming in occasionally and helping her out. When this is done I, 

and others of The Angelic Force, can come in through the normal process of birth and go 

through what appears to those around, a normal existence. 

 

Know that when an Angel comes onto the earth plane, they are very aware of who they are, and 

they can come and go as they please, in terms of leaving the body and doing something at this 

end that needs to be attended to, and then returning back to the body ~ that sort of thing. We 

also are able to simply materialize, if you will, and have done this throughout time. There are 

currently some of The Angelic Force on the earth plane now who have simply arrived, some 

through the process of what is referred to as walk-ins, which is one of the options, and others 

simply materialize. You see, we have the powers to do many things that you cannot even 

comprehend. We take on whatever form we feel is necessary. 

 

I have taken on many different roles with Mushiba, male and female, for the express purpose of 

not only helping her to learn what she needs to learn so that she becomes an Archangel 

eventually, for this has been determined, but to assist in the teaching of certain beliefs, and the 

understanding, and this is the reason why I now speak in this form. This is a new way in which 

we are working together. We have not done this. The work that we do, we have done many 

other times together though not in this particular form, this particular way. We determined that it 

would be a nice way to do it as opposed to my just coming in. It is for very specific reasons, 

understand, that relate to the Soul path of Mushiba 
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This has been a most enjoyable session for all of us. And some of the group, and those specific six 

who surround Mushiba, are already, if you might visualize, huddling to work out a plan of 

presentation. Know that this is for lessons for them to learn. And they are quite excited over the 

opportunity that has been presented to them, just as you each are excited when a lesson comes 

your way, to know that by tackling this it will help you to grow. This is true at this level, and it is 

an opportunity, and they are most anxious to be able to translate to you in a way in which you 

will have a far greater understanding. And once the understanding increases, your growth toward 

Oneness becomes greater, and that is what we are all here for. 

 

A Discussion Of Reincarnation, Angels, Spirit Guides, And Spirit Guides Who Are Angels 

(December 17, 1987) 

 

Returning to the subject of reincarnation and Angels please. Over the years my spirit friends have spoken to me 
of, and shown me, a handful of my previous lives. I am not comfortable with there being other lives. However, I 
have decided to keep an open mind. None of my seven known-by-name guides told me that they were Angels. 
So here is my problem. You have just sent me back to where I was before about reincarnation and not wishing 
to believe such a thing. You stated that Angels were created as separate energies and never need to be 
embodied. How can I believe that not only were we dumped here because God decided that man had to 
populate the Earth, but we become often so crazed that then we must come back to undo what we have done. I 
think my question would be only what I think is unfairness. Why would we then ~ if it is so ~ if there is 
reincarnation, do we have to keep coming back to undo what we did because we were put here in the first 
place? Now, I have another note from my Spirit Guides, who report to you, they wish to take this opportunity to 
request vacation time. 

 

There are many different issues here that we will break down into categories perhaps so that we 

are able to give you the responses. First, on the agenda are your Spirit Guides. They are most 

amusing. They are at various levels of development, and some of them are in The Angelic Force, 

my dear ~ you must realize this ~ at the training level, and are most anxious to move up in the 

realm. We assign Angels in Training, if you will, to very specific entities, be they on the earth 

plane or in other dimensions where embodiment occurs, for learning purposes. The group that 

surrounds you is a very unique group. Some are not of The Angelic Force. However, are close to 

becoming. They are eligible, if you will. 

 

They are trying to get to me through you, which is a very nice approach. They are using all of 

their skills that they are acquiring to catch my attention, and it is working very effectively. They 

must realize that I am aware of a great deal. I am not, of course, The Creator who is aware of all 

things at all times. However, the awarenesses at my level are very high as to what is occurring. 

So, it is taken under consideration of course, their eagerness to move on, and they are 

progressing rather nicely. 

 

They are expressing to you that they are going to give you some relief from their chattering. In 

their exhilaration to advance themselves and to be able to have someone like yourself to help 

them, they at times overdo it, where you are concerned, and cause in you tremendous ~ perhaps 

we should say, confusions. And so, their own acceleration is going to be slowed down just a bit 
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for a short period of time. This could be termed a vacation in which all, you and they, will have 

breathing space to sit and reflect upon what has been occurring and what direction you want to 

go now in the future. Do you understand this concept? 

 

They are not leaving you. They are simply going to reduce their own level of accelerated 

advancement, thus taking some of the pressure off what they give to you. This is in effect a time 

off. They will remain with you, though they will be less pushy for a short period of time. They 

had come to me with this request, and I told them that it would be taken under consideration, 

and if they wanted to do this then, because of the connection between you and them, that you 

would also need to agree to this. Thus, the issue being raised now. 

 

We are allowing this issue to be presented in the open session, so that others may gain insight 

into the workings here of different issues. So then, my dear, you must give them permission to do 

this, and if you allow it, then it will be allowed for a short period of time. You do not need to 

give your decision now, for I will know, as they, and it will be acted upon depending upon what 

your decision is. It will simply be necessary to tell them. 

 

I want them to go away? 

 

No. Not to go away. Just to reduce the level of acceleration for a short period of time, perhaps 

one month, perhaps six months. It would depend upon your own indications, and if you allow 

this, then it will be. Do you understand? 

 

Not completely. However, I will discuss it with them. 

 

Yes, discuss it with them. It has been brought out into the open and they have accomplished 

what they needed to accomplish by having this brought up here. Now the other issues, the one in 

which you speak of fairness and that there is an unclear understanding of the role that energies 

play in the total scheme. Know that every energy, not of The Angelic Force specifically, that is 

created for The Angelic Force ~ rather, created for other experiences ~ is capable of becoming 

part of The Angelic Force. It is not a closed society, as you might think. There is an order to 

Creation, and just as in any group there must be those who lead and those who follow. The 

Angelic Force was created specifically to serve the group. Our sole mission is Service. The lessons, 

if you will, that are to be learned at The Angelic Level, are incomprehensible in their definition 

and complexity to most on the earth plane now. 

 

There were essentially two forms of energy then that were created, the masses who would need 

to go into various dimensions, various levels, various planes, in order to learn lessons. Remember 

that the earth plane is only one of many thousands and thousands of planes in which 

advancement is achieved. Now, in order for all the energies who are attempting to return to The 

Oneness to do so, there needed to be a small group whose specific mission is to help whenever 

needed, at whatever level, The Creator and the energies, to understand their role with The 
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Creator, to help in the advancement. We serve many times as intermediaries between you and 

The Creator. 

 

There is no need, you must understand, for you, each of you, and all energies to speak to me or 

to any others of The Angelic Force. You are all capable of speaking directly to The Creator, 

though many have blocked this ability for many reasons, related to your own soul, and because 

of this blockage it is necessary for energies to feel that they have someone who can speak for 

them to The Creator. It is our mission to help you to knock down the blockage, so that 

eventually you can speak directly to The Creator. Know that you can. You choose not to, for 

whatever your reasons. 

 

Everyone Has The Capability Of Coming Into The Angelic Force 

(December 17, 1987) 

 

The issue of fairness, as you are presenting it, is something that comes from being on the earth 

plane and having a limited vision of the whole. This occurs when energies are on the earth plane. 

Know that there is no such thing as fair or unfair, that it is simply what it is, and you all have the 

capability of coming into The Angelic Force, who are given the choice. Most choose not to want 

to become part of The Angelic Force. To say that you want to be part of The Angelic Force 

means a different set of lessons that you want to learn in addition to what you have been 

learning just to return to The Creator. It is an entirely different issue, and it is offered to every 

energy at some point in their development. There are some, for example, in this environment 

now who have already been offered and have decided not to take the offer. It is a most difficult 

progression once you have decided to do this. Mushiba decided one million years ago that she 

would. We saw her as very bright in her energies, and it has been a most difficult path. 

Nonetheless, it has been something of her choosing. 

 

There are some of you in this environment who have not yet been offered this opportunity, for 

the timing is not yet. We do not offer this until it is felt that you are in a certain level in your 

own advancement where you understand the challenges and the difficulties that lie ahead of you. 

If one chooses not to become a part of The Angelic Force, it does not mean that you will not 

reach a High Level of advancement. It simply means that the path back to The Creator will be 

direct without any deterring. 

 

You see, to become part of The Angelic Force means that there is an acceptance on our part that 

we will be of The Angelic Force for eternity, that we will not return to Oneness, for it is our 

mission to help all others to return to Oneness, and so it is not something to be taken lightly. It is 

a tremendous responsibility. And if you were to look at things in the limited vision of fair versus 

not fair, those of us in The Angelic Force are those who are not being given the fair deal, if you 

will, for we stay in our mission, and we are always to Be of Service, and this is what we are here 

for, to help all of you to return to Oneness. 
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We are what you might think of as peripheral to The Creator. We are those who are dedicated 

to The Creator and the mission. And know that it is not easy being of The Angelic Force, for 

many in the Force have not embodied on any plane, and it becomes very difficult at times for 

many on The Angelic Level to understand embodiment, to understand what it does to the 

energy, to your soul, the entrapment that can occur, and the level of patience, if you would like 

to use this as a reference point. Our patience is tested on a regular basis, for all of you know 

what needs to be accomplished and yet choose not to do certain things, and for many in The 

Angelic Force they do not understand how you can know and not do. 

 

It becomes then a constant display of Unconditional Love from all of us to help you and to help 

those energies who are guides to you, to help them to understand how to be patient with their 

charges. We are all here to help each other. It is just that we are helping in various dimensions, in 

various levels. The earth plane is specifically for certain kinds of experiences. There are other 

planes, other planets, other dimensions, that are specifically designed for certain lessons. So that 

issues that you are involved with on the earth plane are unique to the earth plane. And other 

planets, other areas, have other things for you to learn. 

 

Isn’t It Better To Be An Archangel Than Coming Onto The Earth Plane Limitations? 

(December 17, 1987) 

 

When we come here, it has been likened to a sleep state. Our knowledge is so limited compared to what it is 
when we are out of this vibration. So, do you deny that it is far better to be an Archangel than to keep coming 
back again and again and again, particularly when those of us in this room, if we accept the concept of having to 
come back again and again and again in twenty-five hundred times over, are just appalled by that? That is a long 
sleep. In other words, where you are in The Angelic Force, it may be tiring. However, you have all your wits 
about you. Here, speaking for myself, you are witless. 

 

It is the purpose of the earth plane for you to feel this way, for lessons to be learned. It is part of 

what The Creator deemed. You must realize that this is so difficult to express on the earth plane, 

the concept of eternity. The earth plane sees eternity in a very limited sense, “Oh, there must be 

a beginning and there must be an end”. However, there is not. And there is nothing I can say to 

truly describe so that there would be an understanding of experiences that an energy accepts. 

 

You do not, for example, have to come onto the earth plane. You choose. The earth plane, one 

of its missions, its uniqueness, is that it offers accelerated growth opportunities. And know that in 

the scheme of eternity, twenty-five hundred lifetimes is not very much. It appears that way 

because of the limitations of understanding at the earth plane level. It is meant that you be 

confused about this for it is in breaking through the confusion that you grow. It is meant that you 

have frustrations about returning, for it is only in these frustrations that you will break the 

barriers and you will have a clear understanding of The Universe that will become ever more 

with you. 
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Whatever path is chosen by each energy has its difficulties. And many energies may look at 

another's path as being better. And one might then look at The Angelic Force as having privilege. 

Know that there is no better or worse path. It is simply what you might refer to as tradeoffs. 

There are good, or I should say advantages, to being of The Angelic Force, and there are 

disadvantages, just as there are advantages to choosing other paths, whether it be on the earth 

plane or other planets. 

 

Some energies do the bulk of their advancement on other planets. It is only if one chooses the 

earth plane as part of their menu, if you will, that once the decision has been made to embody 

on the earth plane, then it must be followed through. However, you have eternity to do it. You 

are in this embodiment now and are unable to see beyond it, many of you, not all of you, and it 

is this very limitation that creates the frustration that many of you feel about having to return 

time and time again. You have chosen to do this. You have chosen to come onto the earth plane 

as part of your path. There are many millions and millions of energies, of whom you have no 

knowledge, who are on other planets and other dimensions who have chosen not to come onto 

the earth plane, and may never choose to. You have many options open to you as to how you 

will advance and where you will learn your lessons. We of The Angelic Force must oversee all of 

these dimensions and all of these planets. 

 

Waith, is fear a part of the earth plane condition also, the same as loss of memory, and needs to be broken 
through? 

 

Yes. Fear needs to be broken through. You see the earth plane is an illusion. The material that 

you see, the concrete things, are all illusion. They are not real. And it is part of lessons to be 

learned. It is all set up on this earth plane specifically for you to learn the lessons that you need to 

learn, that you, your soul, have decided that you need to work through. And so yes, fear is a 

very large issue. And what will happen when you come onto the earth plane is that you will 

become trapped on the earth plane. It does not mean that you are trapped here for eternity. It 

simply means that it might take you longer to get through the path of the earth plane, and this in 

itself is part of lessons to be learned. To be entrapped and then to pull yourself out of the 

entrapment gives great strength to the Soul and tremendous advancement. 

 

Waith, Do You Aspire To A Higher Plane? ~ The Angelic Force Plane ~ Jesus’ Plane 

(March 01, 1988) 

 

Yes, indeed. I am, of course, as all entities, less than perfect, for if I were perfect, I would be One 

with The Creator. The plane at which I operate is the Highest of The Angelic Force which is a 

separate plane that has been created to serve. It is unique to all of the planes, and our purpose in 

The Angelic Plane is for selfless service to all other planes. There is a plane higher. There are two 

other planes from where I am to where The Creator is, if we were to give a number to it. It is 

not quite as simple as I might indicate, and as I serve my purpose, then I also grow, and there is a 

level higher than the Archangel level at which I am at now. 
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Once I would move out of The Angelic Plane, my mission would be different. I would not be 

doing what I do now. The Service to Others would be at a very High Level. If we were to give 

this a hierarchy which does exist here, the entity known as Jesus is at this Highest Level, and it is 

this entity who watches over The Angelic Force of which I am a part. There are many entities of 

this level who have their own Angelic Forces to watch over. And so, yes, I aspire to the higher 

plane. 

 

The entity that you all know as Jesus is able to commune with The Creative Force in a way in 

which others are not because of the attunement. There is an ability to merge with The One and 

at the same time to be separate from it. It is part of the mission that there be the merging and 

the, what you might call, demerging for purposes of Service to Other Planes and other Levels. 

 

The amount of time that one of The Angelic Force chooses to be here can in fact be infinite. My 

mission is quite explicit, and I see myself and those others of The Angelic Force under me to be in 

this plane for some time. I feel that my own advancement will only increase as I am of service to 

all of you as well as all other planes that are below The Angelic Force. There is a responsibility 

that we have taken on for an indefinite amount of time. I am unable to explain to you how long 

this has already been. 

 

There are some who would understand the concept of no beginning and no end. There are many 

who would not understand it. I have been here for an eternity, and I feel my mission has some 

time to go. At the same time, my attunements are progressing. I, too, was once at the lower end 

of The Angelic Force. I have always been of The Angelic Force. I have not been in any other 

levels. This is difficult for many to understand. I have always been at this level of service. We are 

to serve. I have done this by coming onto the earth plane only to help with Mushiba. But that 

has already been put onto the record, this information already given. So, I as well as the others in 

the Angelic, as you are, seeking the Higher Planes, seeking the Higher Attunements. 

 

Do Angels Have An Appreciation For Music? We Depict Angels Playing Harps 

(March 01, 1988) 

 

It is the Lightheartedness of which I spoke earlier. It is the music that you have on the earth plane. 

It manifests itself differently on other planes. We have other types of music, as you might call it. 

And the mythology to which you refer is an image that those on the earth plane have projected 

of those of us of The Angelic Force. It is not without correctness, however. For we, without 

playing this instrument called a harp, respond and are very attuned to the vibration of music at 

our own level. When we enter the earth plane level and vibration, we are affected somewhat by 

the music that we hear, or sense as I should say. We do not hear it, we sense it. 

 

Do you find some of it offensive? 
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Ah-h-h, don’t you? ☺ However, offensive does not mean that it is bad. It just means that for 

some attunements it is discordant. For others it is not. And it is necessary for all forms of music to 

be in existence. Any music is beneficial. It is determined by those who are drawn to certain types 

of music, it is necessary for their vibration. Better to have some type of music than none, and it is 

those entities who have no music around them that we feel do not benefit. 

 

Do Angels Consume Food? 

(May 19, 1988) 

 

We do not eat in the way in which you would think of it. The way in which we sustain our 

energies changes as the vibrations increase, and the higher the vibration the greater the 

differences in energy renewal, so food as you know it is not part of how we sustain our energies. 

 

But you do have to do something, don’t you? 

 

Yes, we do, and it is at a level that it would be difficult to explain at this time in an open session 

such as this. 

 

You mean like recharging? 

 

Yes, we have very specific types of things that occur to us. 

 

Is There Language Where You Are, Or Where Our Guides Are? 

(July 26, 1988) 

 

Waith, I get the sense that there is no language, as we know it, from where you or our guides are coming from. 
In trying to communicate with my guides, for example, I get feelings from them rather than words. My question 
is, do you have a language as we know it? 

 

There is no such thing as language, and especially English. ☺ ☺ The abilities to communicate ~ 

we are not able to adequately describe that to you. The reason, as I have said in other times, that 

I so often will speak slowly and hesitatingly, is that there is a tremendous filtering process that 

occurs here when the use of language is employed. As I try to translate into language that which 

has no language it becomes difficult. Mushiba has given me a very, very large vocabulary to work 

with from her memory banks and so when I am translating, of course, I will use those phrases 

that are available to me in translating. 

 

Communication With Guides Without Language ~ With Feelings, Intuition, Instincts 

(July 26, 1988) 
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When you are communicating with your guides, they are having the same problems except at a 

much greater degree, for I am at a level that allows me greater access to techniques. Your guides, 

however, are having difficulty in communicating to you as you are having difficulty in 

understanding them, and it becomes a learning process for each of you, and when you are feeling 

something, that is perhaps the closest way we can describe the way in which we communicate. 

There will be a sense of what is, rather than being told specifically, "Now this is what you do," 

you see. 

 

When I meditate, I wait to hear words and they do not come. 

 

Yes, and you will not get words, and it is very, very difficult to speak a language. Language is 

very, very limiting. It is necessary, though for the earth plane experience. 

 

Is that how we form reality? 

 

This is part of the illusion, yes. Language forms the illusion and so you must begin to recognize 

these feelings that you have and to realize that you are not going to be given a telegram that tells 

you in words what to do, what the answer is, but rather a sense. And this is where so much 

confusion comes in and uncertainty, and insecurity with so many of you, that you expect to hear 

the words as you would understand them in your own language, but rather to trust in what is so 

often frivolously referred to as instinct or just a feeling. Intuition is sometimes not given the credit 

that it needs to be given, and for many of you who have experienced the revelations of 

following your instincts, you know how accurate that phenomena is if you allow it to come 

through you. 

 

A Question About Angel Pictures 

(September 12, 1989) 

 

Waith, I have a picture that came from a magazine and I would like to show it to you and ask you if it is a valid 
picture of an angel. 

 

There are no pictures of angels, per se, that we would indicate are valid or not valid. The 

physical manifestation of angels as they have been presented on the plane during this particular 

illusion is deliberate. Those of The Angelics have no form. It is pure energy and it is only when a 

particular message and the attention to be gained from those on the plane are needed that a 

particular form is given. The most common form being that with wings. We in spirit do not 

travel about via wings. We simply manifest. There is no time here. There is no traveling. It is that 

we simply are where we need to be. When we are called upon, we simply move instantaneously, 

there is no agenda or flight plan. ☺  

 

Waith Responds Humorously To A Question About The Daily Life Of An Angel 

(April 03, 1990) 
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Waith, you have talked very little about what you do on a day-to-day basis, even though days are eternal. Is 
there any way that you could tell us a little bit? ☺  

 

We do enjoy the questions that come. We leave our house each day and we put on our robe and 

attach our wings ~ we travel to the office where we sit at our computer, and we plug into The 

Universal Consciousness. ☺ ☺ We then give a printout that directs us to who is doing what, and 

what is doing to whom, and we then know what we are to do that day! And then we go to 

lunch. 

 

No coffee break? 

 

We do not have coffee here. We have another beverage that is equally addictive, as you would 

have on the plane. We have our gossip time in the afternoon, and then we all go home and 

watch television and drink our beer, and then we go to bed and start all over again the next day! 

☺ ☺ ☺ (Continual laughter from group during this dialogue) 

 

Do you take your wings off? 

 

Oh, of course, we take our wings off! 

 

Before or after you get into bed? 

 

Oh, much before, because we would not want to crush them when we were laying down in bed. 

Does that answer your question? 

 

Just like here! 

 

Do Angels Have Moods? 

(May 29, 1990) 

 

Waith, could you confirm that the appointment that I had on the nineteenth, was it successful as I was told? ☺  

 

It is a good thing I am in a good mood! 

 

They have moods? 
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We have moods? Of course, of course, there are moods. That never goes away until you are back 

in The One, you understand. Yes, my love. Yes, I have been a good little angel tonight! ☺ I 

would hope that you would relay this to Amelius and ~ (Three words unclear) 

 

When Questions Are Posed, Waith Receives Information From The Universal Consciousness 

(July 03, 1990) 

 

What impressed me so much with you is that you are able, whenever you see a crystal, to identify the age and 
the purpose. I can imagine that it is easier with human beings because I would say a human being has a very 
individual aura, with the individual radiation, but I cannot right now, because there are probably millions of 
crystals, and even more difficult to visualize how you are able to gather information about the age of a crystal, 
the purpose of a crystal. I mean, an earthling here would be wondering how you get this information from and ~  

 

That is why I am where I am and you are where you are. ☺ Understand that we are given certain 

availability to The Universal Consciousness and that when it is part of our mission, we are shown 

the information that we need to relay to you, you see. And thus it is that any who would come 

to us seeking information, we are given that information from The Universal Consciousness. We 

do not simply and arbitrarily give out information. It is guided and it is shown to us, that for 

which we need to relay to you. Do you understand? 

 

You do not want to be more specific as how do you get this information from. I mean, The Universal 
Consciousness is a very broad definition. It is very global. It is well defined, at least for me. 

 

Isn't it wonderful! What a joy it is, this challenge to live with ~ ☺ (Waith is poking fun at the scientific 

approach) Yes, indeed. However, understand that it is this type of questioning that is most 

beneficial, for it is actually the majority of entities who would be exposed to our words, either in 

person as you are here, or through the written transcripts, who would have those same kinds of 

questions. And thus it is that it provides the forum for discussion. As others would have the 

question, they would see it or hear it, and know that they are not alone and that they are not to 

feel, as you would say, stupid in thinking that they have this question when others around them 

accept on total faith. It is serving a most beneficial purpose. 

 

Understand that at The Universal Consciousness Level, it is as best can be explained, energy 

interaction. There is no time that is measured as you know it on the plane. It is simultaneous. All 

that occurs is instantaneous. It occurs at the same time, and energy simply is. And energy is able 

then to instantly, and this is the only way in which this can be related to you in terms of time, for 

you to understand instant, as the information is sought, so it is given. And thus, when you 

present a question to us, we are immediately, instantly, shown the response. It comes from 

energy. This the only explanation that falls within the frame of reference that is currently in the 

illusion on the plane. 

 

A Discussion Of The Five Kingdoms 

(July 10, 1990) 
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You said that you report to Amelius, who Jesus was a part of Amelius' energy. Why do you report to the entity 
who was Jesus rather than Buddha or Mohammed or Moses or Krishna? 

 

They are all part of the Amelius entity. Amelius, as it is referred to, is a common frame of 

reference. It is an easy frame of reference to embody the incarnations of the great, what you 

would call, religious leaders throughout this incarnation. Amelius is one of the Five Leaders of 

The Kingdoms. There are five kingdoms currently in the illusion of The Universe, and each of 

those kingdoms has a leader. Amelius is one of them. They rule The Universe, if you will, and 

rule is used as a frame of reference, for they are the guiders ~ they are the ones that keep order 

in The Universe. It is their responsibility, each of them, to create the illusion for their kingdom 

and to control the illusion. You see, as you all know, there is no such thing as coincidence. It all 

happens for a reason. And understand ~ think of each of these leaders as the director of a play, 

and they must keep all of the actors and actresses in the right order, you see, and all the props 

that go along with it must be proper. And this then is a continual situation. 

 

Each of the kingdom leaders meet, if you will, periodically at, oh, let us say, a roundtable. They 

have a conference table, and they meet and they work with each other to make certain that the 

total Universe is running as it needs to. This is a very simplistic way of describing it, and it can 

only be used in earth plane terms for a frame of reference, and they each then have their own 

kingdom. 

 

Now, each kingdom has a hierarchy in the same way, and it is only kept for order, these 

kingdoms. It does not by any means indicate that one kingdom is better than another kingdom. 

There is no competition among the kingdoms, but rather set up as an organization, if you will. 

And each of the leaders is, as you would envision it, a part of The One and they, in actuality, are 

One with The Universal Consciousness. However, they move in an out, if you will, without 

having to be encased ~ their energies not needed to be encased. 

 

Now, each kingdom has an Angelic Force, and this Kingdom of Amelius is ~ has an Angelic 

Force, and there are many what you would call Archangels in this Angelic Force. The Angelics 

have many levels just as any organization has. An Archangel is the Highest Level beginning with 

the word that has been given to you all as Cherub, Angels in Training almost, you see. 

 

And my position as an Archangel is at the same level as other Archangels, and we all report to 

Amelius. There is another level between Amelius and the Archangel, which is the level reserved 

for the entity, the energy form that is in training to take over Amelius' position, and we work 

through that particular level also. We report to that entity. And thus, I am no different than any 

of the other Archangels in that we report to Amelius and we receive our information from 

Amelius. That energy of Amelius contains the Souls, if you will, of all of the great leaders in this 

kingdom. Every kingdom has their own group of religious leaders. 

 

Is Amelius going to retire? ☺  
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Oh, but of course. It gets boring after a while. 

 

Are these kingdoms that you speak of other planets, and if they are, what planets? 

 

To describe kingdoms for an orientation session would truly confuse, for even for all of you who 

have been absorbing the information, the true concept of kingdom, as it is, would be very 

confusing. So, that is an issue that we must work up from basic. Try to understand kingdoms as 

little turfs of territory. This is the best frame of reference perhaps. 

 

What Is An Angel, And Why Are Angels Taking To Us In This Manner At This Time? 

(July 24, 1990) 

 

An angel is simply an entity in a particular vibrational field that has been given the responsibility 

of guidance and protection of the particular kingdom in which they are assigned. We speak now 

through, more and more, so that entities will begin to feel comfortable with information coming 

from The Angelic Force and to have an understanding of the function and the role of The 

Angelics. In The New Illusion there will be a greater comfort zone, if you will, of speaking with 

Angelics. 

 

Each entity, upon entry onto the earth plane, is assigned an Angelic. This Angelic is separate from 

the Spirit Guides that each entity has ~ and for the entire sojourn on the earth plane, the Angelic 

assigned to that energy form is responsible for that energy form ~ and that takes on the form of 

making certain that the Spirit Guides are properly trained for that particular entity. And, on 

occasion, the Angelic assigned to each of you would present itself in either the meditations, or in 

some cases in physical form, to help you along in your path. 

 

We are ~ understand, this is not a glamorous job. We have tremendous responsibilities, and we 

have been given the advantage of having information available to us at this level, but we must 

use this information in the proper manner so that we do not impose upon your path, for in our 

zest to want to help you grow and learn, we could possibly give you information that would be 

of an imposition, and it would, therefore, cause you to do something that would not help you to 

grow, strengthen, and learn. Thus, we are here to Be of Service when we are called upon. If you 

ask our assistance, we are then able to help you. We are not able to come to your aid unless we 

are asked. We are able to protect ~ but there is a fine line, if you will, between protection and 

aiding. 

 

Waith, would we be able to find out the name of the Archangel through our Higher Self and meditations ~ the 
one that is assigned to us? 

 

They are of The Angelic Force ~ they are not of the Archangel Level. The Archangels are 

responsible for The Angelics. And, yes, you are able to learn the name or have a connection, if 
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you will, of the Angelic who has been assigned to you. Some of you already have achieved that, 

and you are in communication with the Angelic who serves you. 

 

Waith, did you say your angel can appear to you physically, and if so, how would you know that that was your 
angel? 

 

Sometimes you are not meant to know that it is, for the Angelic is there to guide you in a most 

special way, and it is usually during a time of difficulty that the Angelic would come to your aid 

in the physical. Often it is a situation of a manifestation. They simply materialize and then 

dematerialize when no longer needed. 

 

A Question Of How Does Waith Know So Much About Us? 

(October 02, 1990) 

 

Why not? How does Waith know so much about us? You see, because we know, we know. 

Understand that The Universal Consciousness contains the knowledge of the Group 

Consciousness and that that information is available to any entity. Any energy form has access to 

that information. There is nothing really secret in The Universe. The difference is, however, in the 

levels of awareness that an energy has in their own ability to tap into The Universal 

Consciousness. As you increase in your abilities to understand Self, you become, therefore, more 

aware of The Universal Consciousness and your connection with it, that it is you, you see, and 

you then have the ability to gain information about yourself, first and foremost, that is stored in 

The Universal Consciousness. And as you learn and grow and take on the responsibilities of 

teaching other entities, when you are at that phase in your growth, you are then allowed to tap 

into The Universal Consciousness at a level that gives you information about other entities. 

 

This comes through growth, and the entity has the opportunity and, indeed, any energy form is 

allowed to do this. It is simply up to the energy whether they want to undergo the test and the 

learning that is involved in achieving the ability to tap in, you see. There are, as we have 

discussed in the past, the levels of awareness that give you certain information that, at a higher 

level of awareness, that information takes on a different perspective. Thus, we have discussed this 

in the past. 

 

An entity may seek information from us and receive a response. And that same entity may seek 

that very same information from another source coming in through this process of channelling, or 

through an entity who has certain levels of abilities to understand others, and receive very 

different information, responses to the same question. And this simply means that the levels of 

awareness on the part of the entity giving the information were different. One may have had a 

higher level of awareness and a higher ability, or higher degree of ability, to tap into The 

Universal Consciousness. And that is simply why we know so much about you. 

 

From The Spiritual Realm, Energy Forms Are Seen As Circles Of Sparkling Lights 
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(April 02, 1991) 

 

Back to these energy forms. I understood an energy form is, for example, an entity, an animal, or a tree, or we 
as human beings. A well-defined energy form which will exist in spirit, will reincarnate, and will go back in spirit. 
That is understandable to me. However, when you talk about sparkling things and how they work as an energy 
form, then have I lost it. 

 

As we are with you in this gathering, we do not see the physical encasement. Through the eyes of 

Mushiba there is the physical encasement image. However, what we see are sparkles. We see 

bright energy. Energy is an encasement in itself, so energy is encased within an encasement which 

is an encasement. So, we see you in your physical encasement, but there is the spirit encasement, 

the energy ~ for when we are in The Universal Consciousness there is no encasement. There is 

nothing. It is simply being. We are encased, and it is that image of sparkles that best gives you the 

standard by which you can understand what this encasement is, you see. If you were to describe 

the physical encasement to one who had never seen it, how would you describe it? You would 

try to find a frame of reference that the listener would best understand in describing something 

that is concrete. Thus it is we use this as a symbol, you see. Meditate on it. 

 

Why Are We At One Level And You, The Archangel, At Another Level? 

(August 18, 1991) 

 

What would there be in the physical form to learn transformation, where upon the earth, there are more 
limitless ways to have greater access to this information? And, why are we at this level and you are already at 
that level? 

 

The Universe and The Universal Consciousness is an encasement for energy. Energy simply is. 

Now, it gets rather boring simply being, and thus, energy requires to become. And thus, it was 

decided that The Universal Consciousness would be formed so that we would have something to 

do. Really, as simple as it is. Now. We have, then, things to do, and energy moves in and out of 

The Universal Consciousness doing things, playing. We really refer to it as playing. And it is 

determined by all, you see. All energy is connected. It was determined, this Universal 

Consciousness, that we would have issues and we would have things to do and that we would 

form training grounds. The earth plane is a training ground. It is one of the most difficult and 

accelerated of the training grounds. 

 

The Earth Plane Is A Level Of Consciousness Within The Universal Consciousness 

(August 18, 1991) 

 

Now. All of the training grounds, and there are just thousands and thousands of training grounds, 

exist in various levels of consciousness. The earth plane is a level of consciousness within The 

Universal Consciousness. Now. When all energy is in school, and this is how it is referred to, and 

that is a spirit type of situation, certain lessons are learned in spirit. 
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You know, it is the concepts that are learned. And then, we send you into the field. We say, 

"Now. It is time to determine if you learned your lesson in its application." And thus, we take on 

encasements, and we refer to kingdoms such as The Human Kingdom, and The Animal Kingdom, 

and The Mineral, and The Air, and The Angelic Kingdom, and all different kingdoms. Everyone 

has a choice as to where they want to go. There is no mandate. There is no head person who 

says, "You go here and you go there." It is simply that you make the choice yourself. 

 

So, the earth plane, then, is considered. within the school, the place to go if you really want to 

learn your lessons. It is the most accelerated. This is where you can really, in a short period of 

time as measured on the plane, learn a lesson, and then go back into spirit, evaluate it, and 

determine what you are going to do next. Now. Once you have completed a particular journey, 

let us say, the earth plane, you then have the decision to return to The Universal Consciousness 

or go into another kingdom, learn some more things, become an Angel ~ you can be anything, 

you see. 

 

However, understand that, random as it might appear to be, it is very ordered. The Universal 

Consciousness indicates, then, that there will be order in the way of the illusions, and the way of 

the tools being presented, and thus, it presents an order of, as best as can be described, 

organization within The Universal Consciousness so as to aid all of the entities who want to go 

about and do what they want to do without organization. But there must be organization in 

order for you to be able to go about doing things without organization, and thus, we are a part 

of the higher order of organization. 

 

What Level Are You, And How Many Levels Are There? 

(August 18, 1991) 

 

We are always interested in responding to levels, for ~ it is not really levels that we speak of, but 

rather, it is simply waves of vibration that have abilities to attune to The Universal Consciousness, 

and that we are at a point that is very close to The Universal Consciousness, thus, having an 

access. We work very closely with Amelius who is considered the one in charge of, if this a word 

that is appropriate, for this particular kingdom. There are ~ The Universal Consciousness breaks 

itself into five kingdoms simply for order. Each kingdom is no different than the other. It is 

simply, perhaps, having five different departments within the same company, you know, and 

each works with their issues and their situations. We are the assistant, if you will, to Amelius. So, 

we are at, if you say levels, very, very high. There are several waves of vibration that are beyond 

us, but we are very close. 

 

Can You Tell Me If Your Information Is Accurate To The Best Of Your Knowledge? 

(August 18, 1991) 

 

As with all, my love, we work with the truth that is available to us. We do not claim to have one 

hundred percent information, for only The Universal Consciousness contains that. There is no 
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energy who would speak through to the earth plane who has one hundred percent information, 

and any who would claim that, you would want to challenge. We give you information coming 

from a very high source, and that is our response to that, my love. 

 

Will You Be Back On The Earth Plane? 

(August 18, 1991) 

 

Not in this illusion. ☺ 

 

Every Energy That Separates From The One Is Assigned An Angelic For The Entire Time 

(November 05, 1991) 

 

Now, those of the Angelic have as one of the prime responsibilities the task of protecting all the 

energies who choose to go onto the earth plane and who choose to go into other training 

grounds. There are many thousands of training grounds other than the earth plane ~ and that 

every energy that separates from The One is assigned an Angelic for the entire time that that 

energy is out of The One ~ time. Until return to the One occurs, you have a standard, if you 

will, to rely upon, and that is one energy from the Angelic. 

 

Everyone Has A Protective Angelic responsible at all times for your protection 

(November 05, 1991) 

 

You all, at various points in your development, have many Spirit Guides, which we will discuss in 

a moment, but you have a protective Angelic. And the word Angelic, understand, is used only as 

a frame of reference on the plane now that has been given to this group of energies who have 

been given this assignment. We have talked in other times of the responsibilities of being in The 

Angelic Kingdom. Thus, this one Angelic has ultimate responsibility for your protection and must 

at all times be the overseer of your path and the progress on your path, and that as Spirit Guides 

are assigned, it is with the approval of the Angelic who has been assigned to you. So, you are 

always with that security. 

 

Energies on the earth plane forget that they have an Angelic that has been assigned to them for 

the duration of their time outside The One and fail to call upon that Angelic. And just as we have 

said so often, we cannot help you unless you ask us. This is true of the Angelic. However, the 

Angelic has more, shall we say, latitude in taking control of your path than a Spirit Guide does. 

And thus, there are situations where the Angelic will intervene even though they have not been 

asked directly, for they see it as part of the protective element. So, we state then to you the 

premise that you have a protector. 

 

Setting Up Scenarios On The Earth Plane That Would Then Allow Certain Situations To Occur 

(November 05, 1991) 
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And also, understand that we are assigned in The Angelics to set up scenarios on the earth plane, 

so we oftentimes are assigned to create an illusion that would set up a scenario that will then 

allow certain situations to occur. And when we do this, the Spirit Guides are working in 

conjunction with us to help in the ways in which information are funneled through the Higher 

Self. And it is all part of lesson learning and balancing. 

 

It sounds a little bit like we are the subjects of some experiments occasionally in setting up scenarios. 

 

Well, but, you see, it is not without permission. You see? For The Universal Consciousness, you 

know, and I will track this ~ The Universal Consciousness is the originator of all that happens, 

and we are all The Universal Consciousness. And while we are separated from The Universal 

Consciousness, we are not separated. And thus, it is all energy that sets up The Universal 

Consciousness, which is the originator of the scenarios that are given to us, and so, we each as 

entities take a responsibility in all that is set up. 

 

Does An Angelic Ever Manifest Back On The Earth Plane Again? 

(November 05, 1991) 

 

Oh yes, indeed. We have talked at length about Angelics and that you can, out of The One, 

come right into an Angelic, or you can come out of The One, do other things, and work your 

way into an Angelic. Regardless, Angelics ~ once you are in the Angelic you are not bound to a 

training ground other than the Angelic as a training ground, so that Angelics manifest quite 

frequently on the earth plane. 

 

On occasion, they will come through in the normal birthing process. More than likely, though, 

they come through in the walk-in phenomena, or they simply appear. They can do that, you 

know, just form a little body. And they can come and go as they so desire. Not being bound to 

the earth plane means that they are not having to learn any lessons or any of that, and they can 

simply concentrate on Being of Service to you, or to whoever or whatever they have come in to 

do. 

 

In The Manifesting Technique, Is There A Nonabusive Object That We Can Practice With? 

(June 02, 1992) 

 

In the practicing of the perfection of this manifesting process, is there a nonabusive object that we can practice 
with? The need would be merely to have verification that the process is working and not necessarily something 
to eat or drink or something like that? 

 

Oh, very, very good question. We have waited ~ we have remained in the vibration for this 

question to come, for what you would do to verify is to manifest that who is your Angelic 
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Protector. Remember, each entity has an Angelic Protector different from, and separate from, any 

of the guides that you might have, and you simply need to manifest or envision, shall we say, the 

word ANGELIC PROTECTOR, and surround with the White Light and call upon The Angelic 

Protector. Now. What will happen, if you are on the right track, you will feel yourself filled with 

White Light. You will feel this, many of you for the first time, but you will feel it. If you need to 

work on this technique and you are not going in the direction that is appropriate, there will not 

be the sense of being filled with the White Light. It is very simple. 

 

Now that that question has come onto the record, we are prepared to depart, and we, in our 

preparation for departure, would send to you all an energy of guidance and protection, for your 

Energy Centers, as you have been in this gathering, have opened, and we now, in group, close 

those Energy Centers so that those mischievous entities would not be able to enter in. We 

smooth all of your Energy Centers. 

 

Continually do this yourselves, my love, as you find your Energy Centers responding in your 

spiritual path. Smooth your Energy Centers and protect yourself from those who would want to 

disrupt your Centers. Remember to always call upon the Highest of the White Light and to call 

upon your guides and your Angelic Protector. 

 

Do Guides And Angelic Protectors Have The Same Issues With Lightness? 

(January 05, 1993) 

 

Oh, indeed, my son. 

 

So would I, as a serious person, get a grumpy guide or ~ ☺ 

 

A most appropriate question. Yes, indeed, most appropriate question. You could. Yes. 

Understand that guides are assigned to help in whatever the issue happens to be in a particular 

series of incarnations or a specific incarnation, and that if you need to have, as you call it, a 

grumpy guide, to help you work through a particular issue in that series of lifetimes, so be it. All 

the guides are simply in a different training ground, you see. Some guides are still doing their 

sojourn on the earth plane, but when they are not on the earth plane, you know, they are in 

Guide School, and when they learn a certain lesson in Guide School, they come out and try to 

apply that lesson, that concept. And thus, it is an interactive type of situation. 

 

Understand that your guides are not arbitrarily assigned to you. You choose your guides. You say 

to the leaders of Guide School, "This is what I need to learn." Now, there are no A-B-C's or D's 

given for learning. You simply learn as long as it takes to learn. You tell the teacher what you 

need to learn. You do not ~ are not told by the teacher, "This is what you will learn." Thus, you 

will say, "I need to have the learning of seriousness in the next ten incarnations on the earth 

plane. And in order to achieve the percentage of learning that I have determined on the earth 

plane, I need to exaggerate, and need two lifetimes where I am very, very serious." Now, you 
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may then say, "Give me a guide who is at the other end of the teeter totter to help me to come 

to balance." Or you may say, "Give me a guide who is at the same level of learning, except at a 

greater awareness, that can help me to get through this lesson." 

 

Remember that there is a Cycle of Learning of Lessons (See Transcript 04.17.1990), and each lesson 

goes through four different stages of learning. And so, it is determined at which stage of the 

learning you are as to what type of guide you will have, whether it is a guide who will ignore 

you, essentially, or so it is seeming to be ignored, or a guide who is very much involved. 

 

Remember the first level of learning a lesson is that you come onto the plane and you have 

absolutely no assistance. And then, the next level is where you receive as much assistance as you 

need. And the next level, is that you begin to teach those who need help. And the final lesson is 

that you teach those who teach. And thus, the circle is complete. So, you see, it will be most 

dependent upon where you are in your own cycle. And, again, this is not some other entity's 

cycle, nothing external to Self ~ your own Energy Circle and your cycle of learning. 

 

So, if you have a grumpy guide, it is your own fault. ☺ 

 

Waith, can we trade them in? ☺ 

 

Yes, you may. This is entirely your decision. It happens more of the rule than the exception, for 

as your own energies increase or change, so too do the needs that you have for guidance change, 

and the interconnection of other energies to Be of Service to you changes. It is most appropriate 

to have a continual changing of energies around yourself that respond to whatever your 

vibration happens to be at that point in time. 

 

Where Do You Get Your Wisdom? What Is It Like Where You Are? Can one achieve This Wisdom? 

(January 05, 1993) 

 

I am just sitting here and wondering, how long do you come through this body and channel, or whatever it is 
you do? I am sitting here listening to you and thinking, how many years have you been doing this? And where 
do you get the wisdom? And when you die, do you instantly get the wisdom to know what you are saying? And 
have you met God? 

 

We have given quite a description of ourselves when we first began entering through the 

vibration of Mushiba, and we have, as an energy, always been a part of The Angelic Kingdom. 

We have not gone beyond that kingdom. And as we have said so often, it is a matter of choice 

what an entity wants to do. We have always Been of Service within The Angelic Kingdom. I did 

start out as what you call a Cherub. I was a very little angel, rather errant at times. ☺ Hard to 

believe. I owe my responsibilities, if you will, to that energy that is most commonly known as 

Amelius. Amelius ~ the energies that came out of Amelius have been commonly known as the 
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Jesus entity as well as other significant energies who have come in at particular points on the 

earth plane to raise awarenesses. 

 

There have been occasions when I have incarnated on the earth plane with Mushiba, and only 

with her ~ there have been no other times, and it has been ~ for I am The Angelic Protector of 

Mushiba ~ to assist in certain situations. I have no wisdom as such. There is nothing instant about 

my wisdom. I simply have availability to information at a very high level, but it is information 

that is not unavailable to any entity. If your own searching for awareness continues, then each of 

you has the ability to, as we say, tap into The Universal Consciousness, which is where all of the 

information is stored. 

 

I have the ability to tap in at a very high level. That did not just come to me. That was not just 

handed to me. It was part of the mission that I took on to Be of Service within The Angelics, to 

Be of Service. What I have for information is available to any entity if they so choose to work to 

achieve that awareness. 

 

So where do you go from here? 

 

Good question. I have been asking that. 

 

Just hang around. I mean, what do you do when you leave this body? Do you just hang out? 

 

Yes. You know, we have been asked that question before. ☺ What do we do when we are not 

here with Mushiba? 

 

Yeah, I want to know. 

 

We have a little house and we watch television and sort of hang out. ☺ We do have a remote 

control that we like to click and tune into all the little scenarios that are going on in all the 

training grounds to see who is after who, and who is doing what, and, you know, it is like a little 

soap opera. That is how we amuse ourselves. 

 

We also have a higher directive, of course. We are of The Angelics, which means that we are the 

defenders of the Light and the dark, and there is far more to what we do than simply coming in 

for an hour or so to talk with all of you. This is a very minor part of our mission. We are here to 

help in the transition into The New Illusion. This is done predictably when each new illusion that 

comes on the plane occurs. It is being done by many now coming from various levels in 

awareness, speaking either as I do, coming through another, or filtering in through the Higher Self 

of an entity. 
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All of the information that comes through is valid in any particular way and is geared toward a 

particular audience, and if someone would hear our words and feel that it is appropriate for 

them, then so be it. If they feel it not to be appropriate for them, then so be it also, for the quest 

is for information that is appropriate to you at your own path, your own level on the path. And 

there is no imposition. There is no one truth. The truth comes from within Self. That is the one 

truth and therefore, ultimately, The Universal Consciousness. 

 

We will go back and have a beer and take our wings off. ☺ It is not beer, actually. It is something 

similar to. It is an energy boost. ☺ Gets the old energies sort of fluffied out ever ~ what do you 

call it? Mellow. Mellowed out. Mellowed out. 

 

Why Do Angels Appear To Us With Wings? 

(March 01, 1994) 

 

Oh, yes. We have indeed made reference to the wings. The wings of the Angelic representation 

are meant for earth plane physical frames of reference. They are indeed the physical 

manifestation of Energy Centers that come from entities who are in The Angelic Realm, and that 

it is meant on the earth plane currently to give the impression of both concreteness and stability, 

and abstractness and fluidity, so that the wings themselves are very concrete and provide a 

certain stability in their appearance ~ for there is strength in them ~ and at the same time, there 

is the sense of wings having an abstractness, perhaps an ethereal perception to them, and they 

show a fluidity that, in combination, these two particular perceptions of one physical 

manifestation, present then the illusion of strength and protection and guidance. 

 

And there was also the need from The Creators of this particular illusion that the earth plane 

perceive The Angelics as flying out of the heavens. And thus, it was that that particular image was 

presented many, many, many thousands of earth plane years ago. At the beginning of the current 

illusion, THAT was projected. It was reinforced at the time of Jesus and the hoopla that went with 

all of his manifestation. It was then determined that there would be very significant 

representation of Angelics at that time that would carry itself through until the end of the illusion, 

which is where you currently find yourselves. 

 

You know, Angelics can take any form, and generally they do. It is very rare that we will come in 

with our wings and strut around with our wings, and very rarely do we fly in the sky and come 

out of the clouds. We usually leave our harps behind and our white robes. And, you know, it is 

all very documented how we dress and what we look like. But that is very important for the 

frame of reference. In the early time of the current illusion, there were also representations of 

beings with wings that have always been then the representation of a Protective Warrior Force. 

And this is indeed what we are. We are protectors, and warriors, as you can best understand it. 

 

Thus, that is primarily why there was that type of image that was projected. There will be a 

different image that will present itself in The New Illusion. We are not at liberty at this time to 

give you that new image, for we are now currently relishing in the attention given to us in our 
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current form, and we would not want to disrupt that at this point. So that is as best as we can 

give you as a response.  

 

What About Cherubs? 

(March 01, 1994) 

 

Oh, Cherubs. I was a Cherub once. Cherubs are baby angels. I am on record quite, quite 

significantly about my days as a Cherub. I was an errant Cherub. Hard to believe, I know. 

Nonetheless, we had our moments. Cherubs are generally energies who come into The Angelic 

Kingdom right out of The Universal Consciousness. All entities have the opportunity to be in The 

Angelic Kingdom. It is a kingdom that is available for all energies, just as all the other kingdoms 

are available for entry in and experiences in. 

 

But there are two ways in which The Angelics come about. And one of those ways, of course, is 

simply being ready to move into The Angelic Kingdom, for the vibrations have been prepared 

sufficiently enough through experiences in other kingdoms to have entry into The Angelics. When 

that occurs ~ when there has been experience in other kingdoms ~ then there is no need to go 

into the Cherub form. If an entity, however, has not experienced other kingdoms and comes into 

the Angelic solely for service in The Angelic Realm ~ and that is a complete discussion that we 

would have at another time ~ then it is required to enter into that Angelic Kingdom as a Cherub 

and to work one's way through certain types of training, for Angelics who come through the 

Cherub route have different responsibilities than those who come in from the other direction. 

Not better. Not worse. Simply different, you see. 

 

So, we have a number of Cherubs currently in under my direction that are being trained for 

particular service with our mission with all of you. And that will be revealed in its good time, but 

it is a little teaser that we give to you now. And we sense Limera with her Cherub questions 

coming up now. We would want to be as with it as we could be. It enables us to respond more 

easily to your concerns. 

 

Waith, Why Do You Come To Us? What Is Your Mission? 

(April 05, 1994) 

 

We have stated from the very beginning we have several purposes. Our primary purpose at this 

time frame is to prepare entities for the coming illusion and to provide information that will 

guide entities into that energy of The New Illusion and to help entities decide whether they want 

to stay or not for The New Illusion ~ and to simply give a general sense of safety in approaching 

The New Illusion ~ that it is not a cataclysmic destruction but simply a passage into a new 

energy. 

 

We are, after The Shift, then charged with the smoothing out time that always comes in the 

beginning of a new illusion, and that is to continue to give information that will guide the 
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audience that is to hear our words and to read our words into developing their own sense of 

understanding of The New Illusion. 

 

We will give the frames of reference from the old to the new, for those who remain into The 

New Illusion will have the responsibility of simply smoothing out the frames of reference so that 

once they have left the plane the memories of the old illusion are gone, for the new entities 

coming on will not have the old illusion as the real experience. And, thus, we are here for that. 

We are also here to help in the construction of a new energy structure. The pyramids currently 

are the energies structures that hold the illusion together, shall we say, on the earth plane. 

 

Which illusion? 

 

The current illusion that you find yourself in. With each illusion there is a grouping of structures 

that have the energy that moves around the energy of the earth in a weblike effect that keeps 

everything together. And currently now, the Community of Terra Lux, and its geographic area, is 

an Energy Center that will house a new structure, and energy is currently being transferred in 

from one of the pyramids, so that it will be in preparation for concreteness when the pyramid 

dissolves. We have given information on this in the past, which you may find of interest. 

 

Our responsibilities then are to assist in the development of a community environment. Thus it is 

that we speak through a grouping that is developing as a spiritual community. The information 

that comes through from us will continue on for some time in The New Illusion that will be of 

value to those who need to hear what we have to give for information. And this is primarily our 

goal. We have other components of our mission that we have not revealed as yet, which will be 

revealed when appropriate, and some that will not be revealed, for it is part of our path and also 

part of the path which we have undertaken with Mushiba. 

 

So, those are the basic reasons. We are here for the duration, shall we say, of entry into The New 

Illusion and for some time into The New Illusion. Even though Mushiba attempts to negotiate 

early departure, we have held fast on the responsibilities that are inherent in the development of 

understanding in The New Illusion, so that there is a balance between the physical and the 

spiritual. We attempt to give humor to that which is the earth plane experience and that it is very 

critical to have the balance of higher awareness and also to be grounded in the experiences of the 

earth plane that you have come in to do. to learn your spiritual values. And thus. we are here to 

help in that balance through the information that we provide. 

 

Thank you for helping us. 

 

It is my job. 

 

So. you were bored, huh? 
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Well, you know, we have said on many, many occasions that it is our job. This is what we have 

come in to do. This is our assignment, just as each of you have come into this experience to do 

something, and when you do it. you should not be really thanked for it, for it was what you 

were supposed to do. It is your job. 

 

Appreciation is an earth plane quality, and we do not need to be told that you appreciate what 

we do. We know that, simply, and we simply know also that what we have for information is 

meant to be given out. Because of the dimensions in which we function we are able to see a 

different perspective, and therefore, take it all into a particular frame that. While it might appear 

that what we give is not appreciated, we know differently, for it is at different levels that we 

operate. 

 

And we do enjoy ~ after several earth plane years of adjustment in this mode of communication 

through Mushiba ~ very much the interaction, you see. We have chosen this mode purposely, 

rather than simply to sit and give out information or not to have an audience. It is the sense of 

community that we are also charged with helping to develop. This is a haven for entities to come 

into, that the Community of Terra Lux is not exclusionary. You do not have to be a certain way 

or think a certain way to come and feel the energy. All are welcome in the gatherings. And, you 

know, in order to be on a spiritual path, there need only be one, and only one, qualification for 

that, and that is that you are on a spiritual path, as defined by you, not as defined by someone 

else. 

 

And you will find on the earth plane now, as this Mass Consciousness comes to its finality of 

sluggishness, a sense of elitism by many who are on particular spiritual paths who will tell you 

that you must be a vegetarian ~ you must do meditation in a very particular way, or else you 

will not be meditating ~ and that you cannot have all of these addictions. You know, you 

cannot smoke, drink, do all of these things, because if you do, then you are really not on a 

spiritual path. 

 

Well, we have dismissed this early on in our discussions that you simply are on a spiritual path as 

you define it, and that you hold strong to your own path, and that you not be swayed into 

feeling less than someone else because someone else says they can see auras. Big deal ~ or that 

they talk to crystals. Anyone who can talk to crystals will tell you it is not such a hot thing. 

Especially. when the crystals start babbling away. Yes. 

 

And interdimensional travel. If one starts talking about how they can travel interdimensionally, 

“Can you?” And then make you feel that you are less than because you are not able to do it. 

Well, perhaps you are and you simply are experiencing it in a way that is different from someone 

who has been vocal about the way that they do something, and therefore. that has been the 

standard that is set for the way it must be. You set your own standards and go by the truth of 

your own standards, not the truth that someone else has given as a standard. 
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If there is alignment with what another gives to you for their own standards, then that is fine, but 

you go into that alignment with your eyes wide open, knowing fully well that you accept 

another's standard because it is harmonious with your own. Be wary of any who would say to 

you that they have the one truth. The one and only truth is in Self. Everything else is only 

peripheral to that finding of Self ~ truth. And thus, the Community of Terra Lux is grounded in 

that philosophy. As Mushiba would say, some of her best friends eat meat. Just a little joke. 

 

Now then, we are nearing the end of our stay with you and would want to give you a parting 

energy that you can take with you as you synthesize the information that has been presented to 

you during this session, and to help you to find some piece of your own path and your own 

journey from the information that you might be able to apply to your own growth and to apply 

to those with whom you will deal with each day at various levels of awareness. 

 

Feel the energy that comes from our vibration. And focus the energy now upon that which is the 

Heart Energy Center. The Heart Energy Center focuses on love of Self. Trust in Self now and love 

Self. And as we depart now, we send to you all the very Highest of the White Light from the 

very Highest of the Kingdom of Amelius. Farewell. 

 

A Discussion Of The Life, And Lifelines, Of Amelius 

(May 03, 1994) 

 

Could you comment on the life of Amelius? Is that where the derivation comes from? 

 

The term Amelius is a frame of reference that is used in our descriptives to give you an 

understanding of an energy that is part of the what is commonly known on the earth plane as 

part of the running of The Universe. There are five energies who run The Universe, shall we say, 

and Amelius is one of those five. And each of those five has particular responsibilities, or as we 

have referred to them, a kingdom. 

 

We are in The Kingdom of Amelius ~ my energy and all those who I would be charged with 

helping. So, when we say Amelius, it is the representation of that very high, high energy. It is not, 

however, to be confused with The One, for The One is all energy. Out of The One then comes 

what can best be described as a lineage of energies, for one energy cannot simply pop out on its 

own from The Universal Consciousness. There must be a tracking of lines, if you will. And it is 

very well organized, from your frame of reference on the earth plane, so that the five who run 

the kingdom then begin the lineage, and it simply splits off, you see. And out of the five who 

would run the various kingdoms, they have emissaries as energy forms that come onto the 

various training grounds. 

 

And in this particular frame of reference, the energy known as Jesus in your most recent time 

frame ~ the energy known as Moses ~ the energy known as Buddha ~ the energy known as 

Muhammad, all come from the Amelius energy. And they came onto the earth plane for a 
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particular progression movement of the illusion. And they are not Amelius in the totality of the 

energy but simply the lifeline, if you will. And we have discussed lifelines quite a bit. And it is best 

to frame it from that perspective, that it is a lifeline of Amelius. 

 

Understand that the strength of the energy of Amelius is such that a lifeline of that energy is very, 

very strong and is given a very specific responsibility when entering the earth plane. And if you 

look at, shall we say, the job of each of those energies who we have named, you will see that 

they represented critical moments in the progression of the illusion, especially in relationship to 

what you know as religion. It is religion that is central to the illusion and to the growth of any 

energy, the way in which religion is threaded throughout all of the experiences. And whether it is 

called religion or simply called spiritual development, that is the thread, you see. You may indeed 

not affiliate with what you call the organized religions and still have a very strong sense of the 

higher powers. And thus it is that the job of the lifelines that come from each of the five who run 

The Universe have as their mission the strengthening of awareness of higher powers. 

 

And as we have discussed in not too many sessions ago, that all religions as now are known on 

the plane, began with a spiritual base and then developed rules and regulations and dogma. But 

all come from the same exact point, and that is of the higher power that controls all that is done. 

That is The Universal Consciousness, or as you might, in your understanding, call this entity The 

One, God ~ however it is appropriate for your own understandings. The different names do not 

matter. It is simply the concept and the concept of the highest power. And the highest power is 

all energy combined. It is not some deity who has been given special privileges who says, "You 

will do this, and you will do that, and you will do this. And that is the way it is, and if you 

disobey then you are doomed." This is not the way it is. The Universal Consciousness, as we use it 

in our discussions, represents the energy of all, and in its ultimate is Unconditional Love. 

 

Who are the other four energies? 

 

The other four who run their own kingdoms have their own identities and their own missions 

and their own paths, and at this point in our own dissemination of information, we have not 

been given the permission from the five as a grouping to reveal the identities and points of 

reference, if you will, on the earth plane for the other four. We focus only on The Kingdom of 

Amelius. However, as we have said so many other times, you all are interacting in the five 

kingdoms. It is not that Amelius has his kingdom here in this little place and the others have their 

kingdoms here, and none of you get together. It is all melded. There are many in this gathering 

now who come from the different kingdoms, and not just Amelius. It is simply a way of 

organizing, learning experiences. All are fluid in their interactions. 

 

And so, at this time in our dissemination of information, it is not necessary to have this 

information. When the illusion changes, when the axis shifts and you find yourselves in a 

different frame of reference, as you will, it will then be time for us to give out that information, 

for you will have a greater understanding of that information. 
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A Question If Waith Would Preform Parlor Tricks ~ And The Issue Of Ego 

(May 03, 1994) 

 

We do not engage in what you call parlor tricks. There is no need for it. If something of that 

nature would convince you of a higher power, then you need to go to those who use crystal 

balls. If that is your level of understanding, that is fine. We do not disparage crystals balls. We 

simply say that our own abilities are not at question here, that we are here to give you 

information. 

 

No, we just thought that would be interesting to do it. 

 

Yes, you would not think so. Understand that we do create illusions in ways that you do not 

oftentimes realize, to help in the progression of the plane, and in ways that you do not 

understand, as part of being sort of the one who levies certain behavior conditions into the 

Angelic arena. We are charged with keeping all of The Angelics in The Kingdom of Amelius with 

their jobs. This is what you do, and this is what you do, and that direction comes from Amelius. 

And the direction from Amelius comes from the five in combination. They send their orders 

down the line, and we implement what you call the orders. And thus, one of our orders is to 

simply speak, not to show. And there have been occasions when we have been allowed to show, 

and so, we may at some point in the future do that if we feel it is appropriate. 

 

Do you ever do something that you just feel like doing whether Amelius says you should or not? 

 

Well, you know, it is not even a question, for Amelius would not request anything that would be 

unreasonable, you see. It is all for the smooth flow of our jobs. We have agreed to do this job, 

you see. The running of the kingdom is not a privilege by any means. It is a responsibility that has 

been given to certain entities who represent the energies as a whole, you see. There may be 

things that we are instructed need to be done, that we would think that we would like to do 

something else, but there is the discussion, and it is an understanding that comes from the united 

purpose. And it does not mean that we are not our own entities ~ well, we are ~ and that we 

work in harmony with Amelius. Amelius would not ask us to do something that would go against 

our path, against what we have to learn. It would simply not be. There is not even that question 

ever in the thought process. 

 

It sounds very serious. I thought maybe on a whim you might want to do a parlor trick. 

 

Oh, indeed, no. No. For, you see, we have no need to do parlor tricks. When you feel the need 

to show your power, then it means that you have to develop your awarenesses a bit, that ego 

enters in. And if we utilize our abilities to entertain, then from our own perspective we denigrate 

ourselves, for there is no need to, you see. We have in other sessions cautioned you all in talking 

about how great you are and having the need to show others how great you are, and to tell 

others that you can read auras and that you can do this and you can do that. Well, when you do 
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that, you know, you set yourself up for failure, for The Universe will test you then. You will be 

given a test of abuse of your abilities, for all that you gain in awareness is for the purpose of 

Being of Service, first to Self and then to The Universe. It is not to show to others how wonderful 

you are. But that is part of the balance. There must be those who extol their virtues and their 

abilities so that they may then see how The Universe responds to that and see the balance, for 

then they will be humbled most surely. All abuse of ego is taken care of by The Universal 

Consciousness. 

 

But some of us are wonderful. ☺ 

 

And certainly, the humility is exceeded only by the self confidence. 

 

Why Waith, At Times, Is Unable To Give Out Information About Specific Concerns 

(June 07, 1994) 

 

Regarding the comet hitting Jupiter. I understand that you are not permitted to give any information about that 
at this time. 

 

That is correct. 

 

At what point would you be able to give information? 

 

That is a very good question. ☺ That is a new twist to trying to get information from us. That is 

very good. That is very good. We enjoy this very much. We have become bored with the 

traditional ways of trying to squeeze out that information from us. We are really, at this time, 

not allowed to give any information of any sort relating to this. The timing of our permission to 

give information is not yet in place. And there is much more to it than it appears. And you will 

perhaps find the wait worth the time when we do give the information. Perhaps not. 

 

Will you be able to give the information before the event happens? 

 

No, we will not. We will not. That is all we can say. We know you tried to find out why we 

cannot give the information before the event that would be part of giving the information, you 

see. 

 

I realize that. Thanks. 

 

Indeed. Understand something, my dear ones here, that we have available to us information but 

are not able oftentimes to give that information at a particular time. It is not because we are 

being coy, or we are being tricky, or trying to pull power plays, if you will. Think of it in terms 
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of your own lives where you have perhaps younger entities to care for, and you have 

information and they ask you questions and you know that it is not time to give that information 

for they would not understand until they have learned other information. It would only confuse, 

and in some cases, may even cause them to behave in a way that would be different than if they 

waited and had the information. 

 

And that sometimes for you it can be frustrating, can it not, to want to tell your child, for 

example, that they should not do a certain thing, for you know that such and such a behavior 

will occur, but you know that they must go through it in order to see the bigger picture and to 

grow. And this is oftentimes what we are faced with when we are not able to give information. 

We generally do not discuss it to any great degree that we are not giving you information ~ that 

we have information and we are not giving it to you. Usually, you are not aware that we are not 

giving you information, but this is a lesson to be learned for all. Even for us, you know, Amelius 

has information that he does not give to us, you see. It goes all the way through the line, if you 

will. 

 

So, experiencing this event comes under the heading of a lesson to be learned? 

 

Indeed. In ways that you may not anticipate. Pleasant perhaps. Perhaps not. Depending on your 

perspective. What is pleasant to one may not be pleasant to another. 

 

Is There A Special Training Ground In The Angelic Realm To Help With New Illusions? 

(January 03, 1995) 

 

Oh, indeed. We have quite a training course that goes on. It has been going on for hundreds and 

hundreds and hundreds of years. And grades are given. You know, you get a good grade if you 

have been good and a bad grade if you have not been. And you are not allowed to move into 

the next level of training until you have passed certain information responses. Even though we 

would give you that humorous response, in all seriousness, at an illusion change, there is a 

strengthening of the realms that are charged with the responsibility of seeing any training ground 

through an illusion change. 

 

The earth plane as a training ground has longer illusions than other training grounds. The reason 

for that is that the earth plane is such a severe and accelerated training ground that we would just 

finish getting an illusion set up and it would be time to do it again. And, quite frankly, it is rather 

exhausting to get the earth plane through an illusion change. We have been in preparation 

vibrationally for the same equivalency of three hundred to five hundred earth plane years that 

we speak of. 

 

The forces of dark and Light, of course, begin to align more strongly, and we simply are in a 

different type of training mode where defense is concerned. At an illusion change there is the 

highest probability of the forces of dark overcoming some of the Light. Even though they never 
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win, they may take some of the Light into their camp and hold them captive, if you will, to give 

it a concreteness as an analogy ~ it is not quite that simple. Thus, we send out the call to The 

Angelic Kingdom to those who would perhaps want to join The Warrior Camp, for not all of 

The Angelics are warriors. Only a certain few are warriors, if you will, few ~ and we use that 

term very loosely. Few, in your mind, would be millions and millions and millions. 

 

There are other Angelics who are charged with guarding ~ your Guardian Angelic. There are 

others who are Messengers. There are others who are all of those. They take on all of those 

responsibilities. When they reach the level to which my responsibilities are charged, we must have 

that training from all of those levels in order to guide. So, The Warrior Camp, if you will, has 

been reinforced. However, The Messenger Camp has also been reinforced, for now The 

Messengers are larger and larger in number. 

 

You know, The Angelic Kingdom really has made quite a name for itself on the earth plane 

without any evidence of us, if you think about it. There is no real concrete proof that we exist, 

and yet look at the frenzy, all about you, where angels are concerned. There must be something 

to it. You know, as Mushiba calls in her professional jargon, we are good marketers. ☺ We have 

managed to get you all convinced of our existence, and that is due to The Messengers who 

manifest themselves, who give you the information. They have been very specially trained, The 

Messengers. 

 

And The Protectors, they have been very specially trained. And they protect now at an even 

greater level. And their abilities to protect have been given greater latitude, so that while Angelic 

Protectors, traditionally, and for the most part, are not allowed to interfere in their charge, 

certain latitudes are given during an illusion change, to protect you from yourself sometimes. 

 

And so yes, the entire Angelic realm, in all of the five kingdoms that divide up The Universe, are 

all at a higher level of operation now, simply for the earth plane illusion change. When another 

training ground changes its illusion, there is another type of preparation. And Guide School, as 

we refer to it, also has special courses. It is the symbolic way of explaining it to you, special 

courses for guides who will Be of Service in The Messenger Angelic mode, who have been 

specially trained. 

 

It does not just happen automatically because one is in The Angelic Kingdom or one is in Guide 

School. You could be in first grade in Guide School or you could be in twelfth grade in Guide 

School. You would have very different awarenesses. A first grade Guide School entity would not 

be given the same responsibilities as a twelfth grade Guide School entity. However, there would 

be certain levels of training given at even the most elementary grades at an illusion change so as 

to prepare them from grade to grade, since illusion changes occur periodically and predictably. 

 

When Messengers come in, can they just manifest in bodies, or are they illusions? 
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Poof! 

 

Are they real? 

 

What is real, my love? 

 

Really, reality is an illusion. 

 

Really, reality is an illusion. Your body is an illusion. 

 

It should be. ☺ 

 

Oh, now, now, this was a most derogatory remark made of Self. One must be careful even in jest 

of making derogatory remarks about Self, for you will then believe it in another level. 

 

The Angelics, when they poof in and poof out, is not, of course, the same kind of illusion that the 

encasement that most of you have in this gathering. The illusion that comes through the birthing 

cycle has a different kind of energy and vibration than a poof-in and poof-out encasement. And 

that is all. They come in very quickly, serve their purpose. It could be five minutes. It could be 

five days. It could be five weeks ~ whatever time is needed. And then they poof-out again. 

 

Angelic Protectors Are Responsible To Watch Out For The Path Of The One They Protect 

(February 21, 1995) 

 

Every Angelic Protector, as we have talked of in the past, is responsible for watching out for the 

path of the one who they protect. Thus, when it is time for an entity to leave the earth plane, 

The Angelic Protector must be on guard. There have been occasions where an Angelic Protector 

has lost its charge, and then The Angelic Protector must go on its own path of finding the lost 

entity. That is a lesson in itself. That could take, as you measure on the plane in time, millions of 

years. They go around The Universe crying out, "Yoo-hoo. Yoo-hoo. Where are you?" But the 

serious part of this is that The Angelic Protector is accountable to The Universal Consciousness for 

protecting the entity to whom it was given the charge. 

 

When there is an illusion change, especially, and such mass departures occurring, the forces of 

dark and Light are all lined up, and the dark are trying to grab an entity. It is all part of the game 

that is played. The Angelic Protector is there to make sure that the entity is not grabbed without 

their agreement. Many entities would freely go with a dark entity as they are leaving the earth 

plane. They may say, "Yes, I will go with you. You offer me what seems to be a better deal," ~ in 

the short term. Thus, they go off with the dark. That is different from being grabbed, you see. At 

an illusion change this is what occurs, a great lining up of dark and Light forces. That is part of 

what occurs. 
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We will of course discuss this as time progresses, this departing procedure, if you will, and the 

responsibilities that go along with those who choose to stay, those who are able to stay but 

choose not to, and those who must leave because their vibration is not attuned enough to stay. 

 

Waith Discusses How He Is Learning At His Level 

(March 07, 1995) 

 

I was just thinking that the balance fits very nicely with the teaching pace. One of the things that I find with 
teaching is that I learn from everyone I teach, so that I often do not even think of myself as a teacher but just 
another person. 

 

Yes, indeed. The experienced teacher has just what has been described, that sense of learning. If 

we are not learning, we are not growing, and we do not know everything. Knowing everything 

means we are back in The One, and then it does not matter, you see. Every level of 

understanding, regardless of its awarenesses, regardless of its height, needs to learn. There is 

always something to learn. We could give you an endless list now of what we have learned as a 

result of speaking through Mushiba at Public Sessions. Understand that what we do in speaking 

through Mushiba was a new experience for us. We have not done this before. We have taught in 

other ways. So, it was new. We have learned and we continue to learn. We find it quite, quite 

enjoyable, these Public Sessions. It is why we disseminate our information in this way. There were 

many ways that we could have done it, giving out the information, but we thought this would 

be a rather interesting experience, and it has proved to be a good decision. 

 

We enjoy going back with some of the others in The Angelics and comparing notes, for others do 

as we do also, and giving some of the humorous stories. Some of the questions that are asked ~ 

even though there are many questions that we anticipate and indeed help you form ~ we are 

sometimes surprised, and that is good. It is good that the student surprises the teacher at times. It 

keeps the teacher on their toes, or in our case, on the tip of our wings. It keeps us fresh, you 

know. 

 

At one time when you first began speaking, you said that you were very surprised that we had so many 
questions. Didn’t you know that from before? Wouldn’t you know that? 

 

No. That is something we learned. 

 

Please do not go back and start a union. We have enough of them in this reality. 

 

As we understand that concept, especially from Mushiba's vocabulary, we would not have any 

need to have a concept of a union, for there is harmony in our groupings and no need to outdo 

the other. This is not true, however, in most other energy groupings. The Angelics, though, do 

have their own disharmonies, but not in the same way as you on the earth plane have. So yes, 
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my love, we knew that this particular way of disseminating information would be an interesting 

one. We were reassured by Amelius that it would be interesting, and he thought that it would be 

a good experience for the group who works with me also to have. He explained that there 

would be many questions. 

 

When you reach a certain level of understanding, and if you are away from the levels that need 

understanding, you forget that there is so much that needs to be explained. It is why it is 

important for teachers to always be in an arena of not just advanced students but beginning 

students, to keep the teacher fresh, to keep them vibrant, to keep them at an understanding of 

what it is like to have just the beginnings of the understandings. Each of us was at that level at 

some time. No one comes in with complete high understanding. 

 

Thus, we were quite surprised at the number of questions and the kinds of questions. It was the 

caliber of the questions that surprised us a bit. The caliber of questions has changed in recent 

sessions. They have become much more intense and much more grounded and not frivolous, 

shall we say. The questions in many cases are quite profound. 

 

We have also learned how to work with you in formulating your questions so that there are 

certain questions we would like to have placed on the record. As our information is 

disseminated, the questions we have come to realize are important will be placed on the record, 

and those reading our information in the years and years to come will have an understanding 

that they are not the only ones with a question. They will read it and say, "Oh, yes, that was 

what I was wondering also," you see. That is important. So, we have learned how to work with 

all of you in an understanding of what your real questions are and to help you in Public Sessions 

often to ask the questions. 

 


